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The simultaneous exchange of two pseudoscalars between fermions leads to a spin-independent force be-
tween macroscopic objects. Previous work has demonstrated that one can combine this interaction with tests of
the weak equivalence principle, gravitational inverse square law, and studies of laser beam propagation in
magnetic fields, to set significant new constraints on the Yukawa couplings of massless pseudoscalars to
nucleons. Here we extend these results to massive pseudoscalars, and derive new constraints which relate the
strengths of these couplings to the pseudoscalar mass.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a recent series of papers@1–3#, it was shown that grav-
ity experiments testing the validity of the weak equivalence
principle ~WEP! @3,4#, or the inverse square law~ISL! @5#,
can be used to constrain the Yukawa couplingsgp
2 andgn
2 of
light pseudoscalars to nucleons. Such constraints come about
because the simultaneous exchange of two light pseudosca-
lars leads to a long-range spin-independent potential which,
if present in nature, would give rise to apparent deviations
from the predictions of Newtonian gravity. From a practical
point of view a ‘‘light’’ pseudoscalar is one whose massm is
sufficiently small that its Compton wavelength\/mc is
larger than the characteristic size of the experimental appa-
ratus.
Motivated by Refs.@1# and @2#, Massó@6# noted that the
limits on gp
2 and gn
2 could be improved by combining the
analysis from Refs.@1,2# with a limit on gp
2 obtained from an
experiment@7# studying laser beam propagation in a mag-
netic field. The principle behind this experiment is that if a
pseudoscalar fieldf existed, then the coupling off to two
photons would induce effects such as an optical rotation in
the laser beam. Assuming that the mass of the light pseudo-
scalar satisfiesm,1023 eV (l.0.02 cm), the absence of






which is more stringent than limits obtained from current
WEP and ISL experiments@3#. Massóthen combined Eq.~1!
with the constraints ongp
2 and gn
2 obtained from the test of
the WEP given in Ref.@1# to obtain the bound on the pseu-





However, unlike the proton constraint given by Eq.~1!, Eq.
~2! is only valid for massless pseudoscalar exchange since
the analysis of Ref.@1# ~and subsequent work@2,3#! assumed
m50. The object of the present paper is to show how the
results of Refs.@1–3# can be extended to the case of massive
pseudoscalars. We will then combine these limits with Eq.
~1! to generalize the results from Ref.@6# to obtain new
limits on the coupling of massive pseudoscalars to neutrons.
II. CONSTRAINTS FROM GRAVITY EXPERIMENTS
A. Phenomenology
We begin by assuming that the pseudoscalar couples to
fermions via the Lagrangian density
L~x!5 igc̄~x!g5c~x!f~x!, ~3!
wheref(x) is the field operator for a pseudoscalar of mass
m, and c(x) denotes either a proton (p), electron (e), or
neutron~n! of massM p , Me , or Mn respectively.~We as-
sume that\5c51.! With this coupling, the exchange of a
single pseudoscalar between two fermions leads to the famil-
iar spin-dependent potential@8#,
V(2)~rW;sW 1 ,sW 2!5
g2
16pM2
H ~sW 1• r̂ !~sW 2• r̂ !Fm2r 1 3mr 2 1 3r 3G





G J e2mr. ~4!
Herer 5urWu5urW12rW2u is the distance between fermions 1 and
2, M is the fermion mass (M p , Me , or Mn), (1/2)sW 1,2 are
the fermion spins, and we have dropped a term proportional
to d3(r ). A number of careful experiments incorporating po-
larized test masses have usedV(2) to set stringent limits on
the couplings of light pseudoscalars to electrons,ge
2/4p
&10216 @9#. However, constraints on the couplings to nucle-
ons from the same experiments are many orders of magni-
tude weaker@1# and require model-dependent calculations.*Corresponding author.
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In recent years, gravity experiments testing the WEP and
gravitational ISL have obtained remarkable sensitivity using
unpolarized matter. The leading-order pseudoscalar interac-
tion between unpolarized bodies arises inO(g4) from the
simultaneous exchange of two pseudoscalars between two











wherea andb may each denotep, e, or n, andK1(x) is the
modified Bessel function @12#. ~Here we assumer










where we have usedK1(x).1/x whenx!1 @12#. Let us now
generalize Eq.~5! to the case of two macroscopic objects 1
and 2 of massesM1 and M2 containingZi (Ni) @ i 51,2#
protons~neutrons! respectively. If we include only nucleon-
nucleon interactions@14#, the potential energyW12 between









D E d3r 1E d3r 2 K1~2murW12rW2u!
urW12rW2u2
. ~7!
Here Vi is the volume of body i, m i[mi /mH ,
mH5m(1H
1) is the mass of atomic hydrogen@15#,
M5(M p1Mn)/2, andgp (gn) is the proton~neutron! pseu-
doscalar coupling constant. The values ofZ/m andN/m for
the first 92 elements can be obtained from Table 2.1 of Ref.
@15#. If object 2 is small relative to object 1~as is often the









D E d3r 1 K1~2murW12rW2u!
urW12rW2u2
. ~8!
The force on object 2 is then
FW 252¹W2W125FW ~rW2 ,l!S M1M2
mH
2 D S gp2 Z1m1 1gn2 N1m1D















and l51/m is the range of the one-pseudoscalar exchange
interaction. If, on the other hand, object 2 cannot be consid-
ered small, then Eq.~9! generalizes to
FW 25
3













In a typical WEP experiment, object 1 is an extended
source toward which the relative accelerations of two small
samples 2 and 28 ~with massesM2 andM28) are measured.
It then follows from Eq.~9! that the acceleration difference
DaW 22285a
W
22aW 28 arising from the two-pseudoscalar ex-
change potential is





where D(Z/m)22285Z2 /m22Z28 /m28 and D(N/m)2228
5N2 /m22N28 /m28 . The limits on Da
W
2228 obtained in a
typical WEP experiment can be combined with an evaluation
of FW (rW2 ,l)(M1 /mH2 ) to constrain the couplingsgp2(l) and
gn
2(l) using
FIG. 1. Contributions to the spin-independent long-range inter-
action of fermionsa andb arising from two-pseudoscalar-exchange.
The solid lines are fermions and the dashed lines denote the pseu-
doscalars.
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where Da22285uDaW 2228u, AW (l)[FW (rW2 ,l)(M1 /mH2 ), and
A(l)5uAW (l)u. This generalizes the results of Ref.@1# which
assumedl5`.
B. Limits from tests of the WEP and ISL
Presently, the best limits on pseudoscalars based on a test
of the WEP come from the experiment by Smithet al. @3#
which uses a 3 ton 238U source (Z1 /m150.3881050,
N1 /m150.6159057), and test masses consisting of Cu
(Z2 /m250.4599360,N2 /m250.5490145) and a Pb alloy
(Z28 /m2850.4006829, N28 /m2850.6073130) to obtain
uDa2228u<2.9310
213 cm/s2. @Herem is the mass measured
in units of mH , while in Ref. @3# m is measured in atomic
mass units (u). Therefore, values ofZi /m i andNi /m i given
in Ref. @3# have been multiplied by (mH /u)51.00782519.#










In Table I we have tabulatedDa2228 /A(l) for a range of
values of l which were obtained by integrating over the
mass distribution of the source in the apparatus. When these
results are combined with Eq.~14!, limits on gp
2(l) and
gn
2(l) are obtained, and have been plotted forl52 cm and
l52000 cm in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. We find that the
size of the apparatus is sufficiently small that the limits ob-
tained for l.1000 cm approximate thel→` constraints
found previously in Ref.@3#.
As noted in Ref.@1#, when Eq.~14! is plotted for the
materials used by Smithet al. @3# and Gundlachet al. @4#,
the resulting limit curves are parts of two hyperbolas sharing
a common asymptote, so such limits are referred to as ‘‘hy-
perbolic.’’ This precludes setting absolute limits ongp
2 or gn
2
from this experiment alone, since the term in square brackets
TABLE I. Geometric factorDa2228 /A(l), and limits on pseudoscalar couplings, from the WEP experi-






2 obtained from Eqs.~19!, ~21!, and
~23!. The final column labeledgn
2/4p ~Massó! represents the limit on the coupling to neutrons obtained when
combining the Smith results with Masso´’ constraint on protons given by Eq.~25!.























2 1.16310210 2.8031025 5.6531026 4.5231026 4.5231026
3 7.02310212 6.8931026 1.3931026 1.1131026 1.1131026
4 1.61310212 3.3031026 6.6631027 5.3331027 5.3331027
5 6.47310213 2.0931026 4.2231027 3.3831027 3.3831027
6 3.46310213 1.5331026 3.0931027 2.4731027 2.4731027
7 2.19310213 1.2231026 2.4631027 1.9731027 1.9731027
10 9.35310214 7.9531027 1.6131027 1.2831027 1.2931027
15 4.71310214 5.6431027 1.1431027 9.1231028 9.1531028
20 3.33 10214 4.7431027 9.5831028 7.6631028 7.7031028
50 1.83 10214 3.5231027 7.1031028 5.6831028 5.7231028
100 1.56310214 3.2531027 6.5631028 5.2531028 5.2831028
200 1.48310214 3.1631027 6.3931028 5.1131028 5.1531028
500 1.45310214 3.1331027 6.3231028 5.0631028 5.0931028
1000 1.44310214 3.1231027 6.3031028 5.0431028 5.0831028
2000 1.44310214 3.1231027 6.3031028 5.0431028 5.0831028
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FIG. 2. Constraints ongp
2/4p andgn
2/4p for l52 cm obtained
from Eqs.~14! and ~18! and Tables I and II. The solid line is the
limit from the WEP Experiment of Smithet al. @3#, and the dashed
line is obtained from the ISL experiment of Speroet al. @5#. The
regions above and to the right of each curve are excluded by the
corresponding experiment at the 1s limit.
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in Eq. ~14! vanishes whengp
2.gn
2 , irrespective of how large
each of these constants is. However, by combining ‘‘hyper-
bolic’’ constraints from a WEP experiment with an ISL test,
absolute bounds on bothgp
2 and gn
2 can be inferred from
existing data@2#. To see this, let us return to Eq.~11! which
may be rewritten as
FW 25HW ~l!S gp2 Z1m1 1gn2 N1m1D S gp2 Z2m2 1gn2 N2m2D , ~15!
where
HW ~l![ 3
32p3M2V1V2l S M1M2mH2 D E d3r 1E d3r 2




Combined with an evaluation ofHW , an ISL experiment con-
strainsFW 2, from which one can extract limits ongp
2(l) and
gn
2(l) by rewriting Eq.~15! as
S gp2 Z1m1 1gn2 N1m1D S gp2 Z2m2 1gn2 N2m2D< F2H~l! , ~17!
where F25uFW 2u and H(l)5uHW (l)u. In the experiment of










A plot of Eq. ~18! in the gp
2-gn
2 plane shows that the ISL
experiment of Speroet al. yields limits that are finite for all
physical values of the ratiogn
2/gp
2 , so we refer to these as
‘‘bounded’’ limits, in contrast to the ‘‘hyperbolic’’ limits
yielded by the WEP experiment of Smithet al. In Table II we
have tabulatedF2 /H(l) from this experiment as a function
of l, and have plotted the limits ongp
2 andgn
2 obtained from
Eq. ~18! for l52 cm andl52000 cm in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively. We find that the scale of the apparatus is such
that the constraints forl.100 cm approximate thel→`
limits obtained in Ref.@2#.
As shown in Ref.@2#, when ‘‘hyperbolic’’ constraints ob-
tained from Gundlachet al. @4# were combined with the
‘‘bounded’’ constraints from the ISL experiment of Spero
et al. @5#, the allowed region in thegp
2-gn
2 plane was substan-
tially reduced. This is a consequence of the fact that the





2 were much better than those obtained from
the Spero experiment for sufficiently largel ~see Fig. 3!. On
the other hand, the Spero experiment leads to a significant
limit when gp
2.gn
2 which could not be obtained from the
Smith or Gundlach experiments alone. In this way, the ‘‘hy-
perbolic’’ WEP experiment and the ‘‘bounded’’ ISL experi-
ment complement each other.
It is useful to consider bounds ongp
2 and gn
2 for several
important special cases. If the light pseudoscalar couples uni-
versally to baryon number, thengp
25gn
2[gp,n
2 . In this case,









<0.0789A F2H~l! ~Spero@5#!. ~20!






















<0.146A F2H~l! ~gn2@gp2 , Spero@5#!. ~24!
Numerical results obtained from Eqs.~20!–~23! are pre-
sented in Tables I and II. It is important to note that,irre-
spective of the value of gn
2 (gp
2), the limit on gp
2 (gn
2) from














FIG. 3. Constraints ongp
2/4p and gn
2/4p for l52000 cm ob-
tained from Eqs.~14! and~18! and Tables I and II. The solid line is
the limit from the WEP Experiment of Smithet al. @3#, and the
dashed line is obtained from the ISL experiment of Speroet al. @5#.
The regions above and to the right of each curve are excluded by
the corresponding experiment at the 1s limit.
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the experiment by Speroet al. is obtained from the limiting
case given by Eq.~22! @Eq. ~24!#.
III. COMBINING GRAVITY AND OPTICAL CONSTRAINTS
As demonstrated in the previous section, gravity experi-
ments alone are sufficient to constrain pseudoscalar cou-
plings to nucleons. On the other hand, Masso´ has noted that
optical experiments can provide a more stringent constraint
on Yukawa couplings of pseudoscalars to protons@6# than
those obtained from the current generation of WEP and ISL
experiments. However, the optical experiments cannot limit
the coupling to neutrons since they are electrically neutral, so
Eq. ~1! must be combined with other limits to constrain cou-
plings to neutrons.
Combining the general constraint from the WEP experi-






for the range of values ofDa2228 /A(l) found here. Nu-
merical results are given in Table I and plotted in Fig. 4. For
the values ofl considered here, one finds thatDa2228 /A





This agrees with Eq.~23! which assumes thatgn
2@gp
2 .
As noted earlier, combining the general constraint from
the ISL experiment by Speroet al. given by Eq.~18! with
Eq. ~1!, does not improve the limits ongn
2 obtained from the
ISL experiment by Speroet al.alone. The largest value ofgn
2
which is consistent with both the ISL experiment and Mas-
só’s limit is given by Eq.~24!.
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have shown how to obtain constraints
on the Yukawa couplings of massive pseudoscalars to nucle-
TABLE II. Geometric factorF2 /H(l), and limits on pseudoscalar couplings from the ISL experiment by






2 obtained from Eqs.~20!, ~22!, and~24!.
Note that, irrespective of the value ofgn
2 (gp
2), the limit ongp
2/4p (gn























0.5 2.71310210 1.3031026 2.8231026 2.4031026
1 2.35310211 3.8231027 8.2931027 7.0831027
1.5 1.05310211 2.5631027 5.5431027 4.7331027
2 7.20310212 2.1231027 4.5931027 3.9231027
3 5.13310212 1.7931027 3.8731027 3.3131027
4 4.45310212 1.6631027 3.6131027 3.0831027
5 4.13310212 1.6031027 3.4831027 2.9731027
6 3.97310212 1.5731027 3.4131027 2.9131027
7 3.86310212 1.5531027 3.3631027 2.8731027
10 3.72310212 1.5231027 3.3031027 2.8231027
15 3.64310212 1.5131027 3.2631027 2.7931027
20 3.62310212 1.5031027 3.2531027 2.7831027
50 3.59310212 1.4931027 3.2431027 2.7731027
100 3.58310212 1.4931027 3.2431027 2.7631027
200 3.58310212 1.4931027 3.2431027 2.7631027
500 3.58310212 1.4931027 3.2431027 2.7631027
1000 3.58310212 1.4931027 3.2431027 2.7631027
2000 3.58310212 1.4931027 3.2431027 2.7631027











FIG. 4. Constraints ongn
2/4p for massive pseudoscalars. The
solid line is the constraint obtained when the results of the WEP
experiment of Smithet al. @3# are combined with the limit ongp
2/4p
from optical experiments@6# @Eq. ~25! and Table I#. The dashed line
is the limit from the ISL experiment of Speroet al. @5# obtained by
setting gp
250 @Eq. ~24!, Table II#. The region above each line is
excluded by the corresponding experiment at the 1s limit.
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ons from gravitational WEP and ISL experiments, thus gen-
eralizing earlier results obtained for the special casem
51/l50. When these results are combined with the earlier
constraint by Masso´ @6#, we obtain the most stringent labo-
ratory limits on the coupling to neutrons. Although these
laboratory constraints are less restrictive than those obtained
from astrophysical arguments@16#, they are more model in-
dependent and allowgp
2 andgn
2 to be determined separately.
Finally, we have shown that that WEP, ISL, and optical ex-
periments play complementary roles in setting such con-
straints, and so we strongly encourage efforts to improve
these types of experiments.
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